Replace Water Heater Service Company Moves
Warehouse And Dispatch Center Due To Rapid
Growth
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Water Heaters Now!, a water heater replacement service company based in Minneapolis, MN, has
announced that they have moved their warehouse and dispatch center to a new location to
accommodate rapid growth and to better serve their customers. They point out that while they are
based in Minneapolis, they are able to serve the whole Minneapolis St. Paul metropolitan area.
Ray Snesrud, CEO for Water Heaters Now! says, "We have been growing our business with word of
mouth sales and have been getting press notice. We have also set up a Google website in addition to
our main website. We are now happy to announce that we are better able to serve the needs of our
customers with the transfer of our warehouse and dispatch center to a new location at 6432 Penn Ave
S Minneapolis, MN as this will allow us to accommodate more customers and better serve their
needs."
In a previous press release, it was announced that they now specialize in the replacement of hot
water heaters in both homes and businesses within the Twin Cities or the Minneapolis St Paul
metropolitan area. The move of the warehouse and dispatch center had to be made in order to be
able to serve more customers as a result of their expansion.
It is important to note that one of the factors contributing to their rapid growth is the growing list of
satisfied customers. For instance, Cathy V. says, "Ray, the owner, stopped by and looked at our
water heater and gave us an estimate. He was on time, friendly and knowledgeable. Next day, we
had Nate and Jake come to our house to remove and replace our water heater. It was a challenging
job, as access to the water heater was limited. The techs needed to remove a portion of our
basement closet wall to remove the water heater. Ray informed us of the space issue before the
techs arrived. Also, the techs needed to remove some HVAC duct work to access the water heater.
All the work was completed to our expectations and within budget. Nate explained in detail about the
power source, anode rod and suggested maintenance. I appreciate that Nate and Jake were on time,
courteous and clean. I would recommend Water Heaters Now if you need your water heater replaced."
Water Heaters Now! installs Bradford White Water Heaters or both electric and gas tank style water
heaters and Navien Tankless Water Heaters for those who prefer tankless water heaters. The
company considers both brands to be "professional grade" equipment which last longer and reduce
operating costs.
Water Heaters Now! strives to deliver prompt service. This has been attested to by their customers in
the reviews they have provided. For instance, Matt J. says, "Water heater started leaking on Sunday
AM, called Water Heaters Now and left a message not expecting a response until Monday am. Ray
called me back a few hours later and said that he would have someone here first thing Monday. I
called Ray back and he said he would have one here Monday am. The old heater was removed

quickly and the new one was installed without any issues. The whole event took 3 hours end to end.
The team explained what they did along the way and cleaned up after themselves - even going so far
to make sure the gate was closed after they left. I would definitely recommend Ray and the team at
Water Heaters Now to anyone."
Water Heaters Now! was established by Ray Snesrud five years ago to offer repair and installation of
hot water heaters. Ray has been master plumber for 10 years, serving the twin cities. He noticed that
providing plumbing services entails several problems and that was when he decided to focus on
water heaters. Today, they focus on the installation of hot water heaters the same day. They can
install any major brand of water heater and provide repair services when required.
Meanwhile, they also provide what they call "Peace of Mind" hot water heater guarantee. They are
able to provide this guarantee because they have gathered vital information from customers and other
contractors on all of the possible problems that can occur when a plumber is called to a home. All of
that information resulted in the creation of the Water Heaters Now! No Fine Print Peace of Mind
Guarantee. What this means is that they will always ensure that they will be more professional,
respond faster, inform customers on how to use their equipment better, leave the home in a better
condition, and offer the best possible price.
Those who need more information on the services they provide or want to schedule an appointment
can check out their company website or Google site.
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